y a n i v Q e n g . t a u . a c . i l A b s t r a c t This paper presents a control design algorithm for determining PI-type controllers satisfying specifications on gain margin, piiase margin, and an upper hound on the (complementary) sensitivity for a finite set of plants. Important properties of the algorithm are: (i) it can he applied t o plants of any order including plants with delay, unstable plants, and plants given by measured data, (ii) it is efficient and fast, and as such can he used in near real-time to determine controller parameters (for on-line modification of the plant model including its uncertainty and/or the specifications), (iii) it can he used to identify the optimal controller for a practical definition of optimality, and (iv) it enables graphical portrayal of design tradeoffs in a single plot (highlighting tradeoffs among the gain margin, complementary sensitivity hound, low frequency sensitivity and high frequency sensor noise amplification).
I n t r o d u c t i o n
Many methods for tuning PI and PID controllers have been developed and extensive research in design techniques continues driven by the strong use of such controllers in industry. In summarizing the various tuning methods reported, two categories emerge depending on the types of specifications that the design must satisfy.
One class of methods emphasizes gain and phase margin specifications, whereas a second class focuses on sensitivity specifications. Gain and phase margin specifications may fail to guarantee a reasonable bound on the sensitivity, a very important control design property. This point has been considered by several researchers. Ogawa (71 used the QFT-framework t o propose a PI design technique that satisfies a hound on the sensitivity for an uncertain plant. Poulin and Pomerleau (81 developed a PI design methodology for integrating processes that hounds the maximum peak resonance of the closed-loop. The peak resonance constraint is equivalent to hounding the complementary sensitivity, which can he converted t o hounding the sensitivity. Cavicchi [9] gave a design method for hounding the sensitivity while achieving desired steady-state performance. The method can also he applied to measured data. However, plant uncertainty is not considered, and the procedure fits a simple compensation structure. Crowe and Johnson [lo] reported a design approach to find a PI/PID controller that hounds the sensitivity while satisfying a phase margin condition. Kristiansson and Lennartson [ll] emphasized the need t o hound the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity. They suggested the use of an optimization routine t o design PI and PID controllers with low-pass filters on the derivative gain to optimize for control efforts, disturbance rejection and bound on the sensitivity. They also provided tuning rules for non-oscillatory stable plants and plants with a single integrator. Astrom et. al. [ These papers and many others apply gain and phase margin coustraints in finding PI and PID controller designs. Some add limitations on the (complementary) sensitivity. However, there are several differences between approaches reported in the literature and the idea proposed here. First, the approach here bounds the sensitivity of the closed-loop transfer function for all frequencies, not just at the crossover frequencies where the gaiu and phase margins are satisfied. (It is possible that the gain and phase margin conditions are met with a given PI design, but the sensitivity can be very high.) Second, the approach developed here accounts for plant uncertainty, in that the controller design must satisfy the specificatious for a set of plants. Third, the approach presented provides explicit cquations t o determine the set of all possible controllers. Fourth, with this method it is possible to extract the optimal control dcsign solution for many practical optimization criteria. Fifth, the algorithm can be applied to many types of plants, including contiuuous and discrete plants, plants with pure dclay, non-minimum phase plants, and stable and unstable plants. Sixth, since the algorithm uses explicit equations, and not optimization routines, it is very fast.
Problem Statement
Consider an open-loop transfer function, L ( s ) , L ( s ) , the P M for k = 10 is calculated t o be 13 deg and the GM is 4 dB. Thus, the margin specifications fail to guarantee the satisfaction of the PM for all plant gain uncertainties.
The design problem of interest is to find all ( a , b) pairs that satisfy (3) for all P ( s ) E [PI(s), ..., P,(s)j. For plants that include at least one integrator, the sensitivity is proportional to l l a at low frequencies, and for any plant the sensor noise at the plant input is amplified by ab at high frequencies. As such, it is of particular interest to find the pair ( a , b) for which a is maximum, i.e., the controller design corresponding t o lowest sensitivity at low frequencies, and its associated lowest b.
Main Results
To determine the ( a , b) values for which the closed-loop system is stable and (3) is satisfied, consider first the special case of no gain uncertainty, i.e., K = 1, and a single plant P(s). Splitting P ( s ) for s = j w into its real and imaginary parts,
and substituting it and (2) into (3) gives.
where D = A2 + B 2 . For an (a,b) pair which is on the boundary region of the allowed ( a , b) values, there exists w such that (7) is an equality. Moreover, since at that particular w , (7) is minimum, its derivative (with respect t o w ) at the same w is zero. Thus,
where E = A A + Bh and the dot indicatcs derivative with respect tow. Solving (8) for a gives
Substituting (9) into the equality of (7) 
The allowed ( a , b) region for a given M value can be calculated as follows: For a given w solve (10) for b. Noting that b has four solutions (for a given w ) , select the positive real solution for which the resulting closedloop system is stable and (3) is satisfied for K = 1. For example, if 6 dB gain margin uncertainty is desired (that is K = 2), then for any b, the allowed a values should be 6 dB less in order to cope with the increase in uncertainty. The ( a , b) region will therefore be the lower shaded region depicted in Fig. 1 
Example 2:
Loaded DC motor Let the plant be a loaded DC motor whose transfer function from current to speed includes an integrator, a real pole, a complex zero and pole, and a delay, where the complex zero is smaller tliari the complex pole, ( r a , b) solves the same problem where (3) is replaced by (12).
Optimization
The answer t o the question "Which is the best (a, b) pair?" of course depends on the optimization criterion.
Seron and Goodwin [15] note that "In general, the process noise spectrum is typically concentrat,ed at low frequencies, while the measurement noise spectrum is typically more significant at high frequencies." It follows that an optimal controller can be found by weighting the performance at low frequencies and of noise at high frequencies. Since the high frequency noise is proportional to ab and low frequency performance to a, the optimal solution must lie on the boundary of the 2. If high frequency sensor noise amplification greater than 14.7 dB is allowed, then the lowest sensitivity at low frequencies is achieved for a = 18.3 dB. 3. For a required low frequency sensitivity, choose the (a,ab) pair for which ab is minimal for the smallest high frequency sensor noise effect. (1 -z-') ) .
Using the bilinear transformation, t h e plant can be written in the form P((1 + j n ) / ( lj n ) ) , the controller in the form, 
Conclusions
The paper presents explicit equations for calculating PI controllers that simultaneously stabilize a given set of plants and satisfy design specifications, namely GM and P M constraints and a bound on the (complementary) sensitivity, for continuous as well as discrete-time systems. The algorithm fits any plant dimension including pure delay. Moreover, the algorithm answers the question if a solution whose bandwidth is in a given interval exists or not.
The two parameters of PI controllers satisfying the constraints correspond to a domain in a plane whose boundary is a curve given explicitly. For a practical optimization criterion presented here, the optimal controller lies on the curve. By inspection, the design plot enables identification of the PI controller for desired robustness conditions, and in particular, gives the P I controller for lowest sensitivity. Tradeoffs among high frequency sensor noise, low frequency sensitivity, and gain and phase margin constraints are also directly available. The algorithm can be executed very fast for highly uncertain plants, and as such the controller design can be updated in near real-time t o reflect changes in plant uncertainty and/or closed-loop specifications.
